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About This Content

The Klang Soundtrack is a collection of 34 original tracks featured in the game. Each track was composed by veteran EDM
artist and OverClocked ReMix video game music remixer, bLiNd. (The Klang Soundtrack is also YouTuber/Twitcher friendly.)

Track List (all tracks are presented in MP3 and FLAC format)

01 - Enter Klang (Trailer Theme)
02 - Klang (Title Screen)

03 - Welcome to the Kick (Training Level & Elevator)
04 - Disco Balls (Training Level Bonus)

05 - Bladerunner (Elevator Boss)
06 - Peak Waves (Top of the Tower Theme)
07 - Over the Top (Top of Tower Cutscene)

08 - Rock Bottom (Caves)
09 - Otherworld (Overworld Theme)
10 - Shanty Shuffle (The Pirate Bay)

11 - Shuffle Jumper (Pirate Cove)
12 - Ether Real (Infiltration Theme)
13 - Agent Klang (Factory Bonus)

14 - Bazz (Gladiator Boss)
15 - Angel Tracks (City)

16 - Neoteknika (City Bonus 1)
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17 - Overclocked (City Bonus 2)
18 - Death Angel (City Boss)

19 - Sonus (Tower Boss)
20 - The Trickster (Final Boss)

21 - Welcome to the End (End Credits)
22 - Full Circle (Final Ranking)

23 - Neon Punk (Alpha Trailer Theme)
24 - Klang (Main Theme Club Mix)
25 - Rock Bottom (Caves Ambient)

26 - Shanty Shuffle (The Pirate Bay Ambient)
27 - Ether Real (Alternate)

28 - Angel Tracks (City Level Ambient)
29 - Netherworld (Other Dimension Overworld)

30 - Portal Jumper (Other Dimension)
31 - Coolaid (Other Dimension)

32 - Dimension Rift (Other Dimension)
33 - Tune Blades (Bonus Song)
34 - VHS (Other Dimension)
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klang der herzen soundtrack. klang soundtrack. soundtrack klang des herzens. klang des herzens soundtrack youtube. ein
fremder klang soundtrack. soundtrack der klang des herzens. klang des herzens soundtrack

Jesus, this game is so underated, damn good soundtrack, damn good visuals, and over all fun. If you like spiral knights, this
gam,e is for you.. this game is the soul reason I contemplat suicide. Just kidding, don't buy this 2 dollar slop, it's like combining
a seventh history lesson with accounting and imagery from 1996.. While it looks like a decent game at first it gets boring real
fast. Like many "Free, but pay to play" games it suffers from numerous flaws limiting playability for those who are not ready to
dig into their wallets. The availability of equipment and additional hirelings is non-existant or extremely unless you shell out real
bucks. The turn based interface is slow and sometimes non-responsive. The AI controling the non-player controlled characters is
dumber then an intellectually challenged kumquat. You get to control only one character, so all your team is AI controlled. This
means all your team is usually slaughtered as they rush directly into automatic fire without thought for cover. The enemy tend
not to be as dumb. Also very limited carrying capacity means you are quickly out of medkits and/or grenages. The only real way
to get money and EXP at first is long (8 Hr) farming sessions in the "job" section during which you may as well watch grass
grow for excitement. Even after the rewards are limited so multiple farmign sessions are required to get equipment and skills
increased. Finally, the extremely bad Russian singing in the background does not add to the appeal, might as well have a
recording of a cat being molested/tortured. Luckily I did not spend any money on this, or else I woudl have been screaming
refund. There are much better games to play out there.. suck , only have china server , not even have asia server, ping high ,
game play keep lagging even using gtx1060 6gb and low setting. request refund.byebye. Played hundreds of hours on the
original as a kid, loved the hell out of it.
This is very much the same mindless fun destructive racing game, still love it and im glad the devs didnt make the mistake of
overcharging for it.
Would recommend to anyone who wants a fun arcade driving game. Like new nations. Would like to see bigger difference
between nations.
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fun game!

Map size is big, which adds multiple strategies to the game.
When time goes on, enemies get stronger which changes the difficulty much!

Also the further you come, the more abilities you can use.

Finaly an early access game which is playable and not buggy as hell ;). Amazing. Even more fun than Space Pirate Trainer, and
my new favorite VR shooter.. You can win all missions playing as UEF building a lot of turret in your base to protect it.
Then build "Experimental Artillery" which allows you to shot any location with super powerful shell.
I don't know the reason why but just doing this is super fun.. This... this game have something special in it, hard to describe...
but you can feel it from first minutes of playing that someone put real effort and emotions to it.
Everything is magical and beautiful from artwork, story to partial voice-acting, just wonderful.
Yes imagine rpg maker game with real voice-acting, you must see it! :)

I wont go in to details about gameplay and everything, since I like to keep my reviews short and clear, but Il tell you this game is
so worth it's full price of 4,99 that I safely recommend it to everyone from 7 to 77.. Very funny and very addictive!!!
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